the dutch water expert

Clean and
safe water
for everyone
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We’re the
leading Dutch
manufacturer
of copper/silver
ionisation
systems

What we believe in

We believe
in safe
water for
everyone

We believe that safe drinking water should be available for
everyone, everywhere and that your environment should be safe
from Legionella. No matter where you are in the world, we have
a suitable solution to fight and overcome waterborne pathogens
– giving you total confidence and trust in your water supply.
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Who we are

We’re a
global
leader in our
industry
Not only are we leading the industry in water ionisation treatment
in the Netherlands, we’re also the front-runners across the world.
A key reason for this is that our copper/silver ionisation process
ensures drinking water is 100% Legionella safe and doesn’t have
any other harmful bacteria. Yes, that’s 100%. In fact, we’re the only
Dutch supplier of ionisation systems included in ECHA’s “Article 95”
list as authorised suppliers for copper and silver. As a result, we’re
active in more than 15 countries with a strong distribution and
knowledge network in Europe and the Middle East.
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What we do

“Within a month
Legionella was totally
eliminated. Now we can
enjoy a safe glass of
water and take a
safe shower, anytime.”
“We’ve saved an enormous
amount of energy, water
and hours.”
“I drink straight from
the tap nowadays.”
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We create
100%
Legionella
safe
environments
For many years, we’ve proudly delivered Legionella
safe environments and safe drinking water for
millions of people. Not only is our technique
completely safe and affordable, it also doesn’t harm the
environment. So everyone can enjoy a safe and healthy
glass of water or shower day-after-day knowing it
hasn’t cost the earth.
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“Over the last 15 years, we’ve provided an estimated
35 million people around the world with a Legionella
safe environment and safe drinking water.”
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Our system

Our innovative
purifying system

Our ICA Ionisation water treatment system
successfully eliminates Legionella bacteria from
water. It’s a precision controlled process based
on the ionisation of copper and silver. This stateof-the-art technique actually finds its origin in a
method that’s been used over hundreds of years
to eliminate harmful bacteria in our drinking
water. Today, we are the only Dutch supplier of
ionisation systems included in ECHA’s “Article 95”
list as authorised suppliers for copper and silver.

Over the past 15 years, the system has provided
a long lasting Legionella safe environment at
more than 400 locations worldwide. Unique to
the ICA system is the ICA ServiceLink, which
continuously monitors the vital processes in
the ICA system. It gives both ATECA and the
customer great insight into the operation of the
system at all times. And should anything need
repairing or replacing, our experts are ready to
help you.
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Chamber head
easy electrode
chamber access
Controle unit
State of the Art
ionisation control unit,
LCD touchscreen and
monitoring
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Flowmeter
Exact water flow
measurement
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Chamber connection
3-part coupling for easy
chamber release

Connectors
drink water
compression
coupling

Easy electode
chamber acces
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Electrode chamber
Special design Copper and
silver electrode pairs

Controle unit
State of the
Art ionisation
control unit
and monitoring

Electrode chamber
Copper and silver
electrode pairs
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Valve
Special 3-way
bypass valves

Flowmeter
Exact water flow
measurement
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How does it work

The science
of copper
and silver
ionisation
Copper and silver ions are released into the water and actively
attack the bacteria and biofilm – a breeding ground for bacteria.
The ionisation process itself is a very delicate one and needs to be
closely monitored – something our system handles with absolute
precision. The ICA system is renowned for its safety and reliability
and we are world leaders in pushing further research, innovation
and certification. As a result, our unique ICA system is unrivalled in
the market, delivering something that’s vital when it comes to water
consumption and use - trust. Trust that every drop is safe from
harmful bacteria.
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Applications

You’ll find
our innovative
systems in:

• Hospitals
• Hotels
• Super yachts
• Offshore
• Senior homes
• Special care homes
• Residential
• Marinas
• Medical centres
• Shopping malls
•	Offices
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Why work with us

There are so
many benefits
to the ICA system
It’s not only its effectiveness that makes the ICA system so
unique. It also saves our customers valuable time and frustration
as contaminations, excessive flushing, thermal and chemical
eradication are a thing of the past.
In fact, we take care of everything. We even offer the ICA
ServiceLink, which gives our clients a 24/7 insight into the operation
of their ICA system. It all adds up to multiple benefits including
savings in water, energy and in turn, financial benefits.
It’s a win-win situation.

•	Guaranteed 100%
Legionella safe
•	Guaranteed 100%
safe drinking water
•	100% satisfaction
money back guarantee
• 	Energy, water and
financial savings
• 	ICA ServiceLink: 24/7
insight into the operation
of the system
•	Our experts are always
on hand to help
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Find out more
about our products

ateca.nl

